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To an of our new officers, congratulations and good wishes for a wonderful '08 season.
Buddy Short
President
Kevin Russo
Vice President
Katy Stout
Secretary
Bonnie Schoeffler
Treasurer
Bill Adams
Board Member
May you all have the same wonderful cooperation and enthusiasm that has been
displayed throughout the '07 season. Buddy asked me to inform you that you will continue to
receive a newsletter each month from him even though there will be no meeting again until
March. I suspect that.he will be.giving you good "winter tips" concerning your plants whether
they be greenhoused or not. He will also let you.know his plans for the club in the '08 season.

6UEST SPEAKER

Lucky Us!! Ms. Ann Justice is our guest speaker this month. Buddy has already taken
the initiative by driving Ann and her husband to Mr. Dupont's nursery in Plaquemine to
introduce them to the world of hibiscus. I can imagine that Ann was overwhelmed, particularly
by Mr. Dupont's ever proliferating seedlings and the vast tables of hibiscus; many of which will
become ours this coming spring and summer. I am certain that we will all enjoy Ms. Ann's
presentation.
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You have all heard about these helpful sites. You are sure to find the perfect mate for
your hibiscus right here. Thanks to Dr. Hendricks most interesting and well explained
demonstration on pruning, many of you will have begun to trim back your plants for winter.
Remember not to prune at least one of your blooming plants (preferably blooms with pollen) for
our meeting on the 6th.
When Ann has finished her presentation, you will make the important decision of who
will serve as the pod parent for your plant. I will write down all of the crosses and check with
each of you either at the Christmas party or in March to find out if your pod "has taken." If you
get seeds from your pod, put them in an envelope in your refrigerator until March or call either
me or Buddy and we will get together with you on how to nick and plant your seeds.

NEW'S
Gwen Williams, one of our founding members, had heart surgery this past Wednesday.
Please keep her safe in your thoughts and prayers. She will not return to us until the spring.
Last month we had delicious refreshments from Katy Stout and Ricky Meaux. Thanks
.to both of you. For our final hibiscus repast of the year, Beverly Hayes and Sara Faulk have this
honor.
If anyone has thought more on the subject of show shirt purchases, please let me know.
If we have a minimum of 5, I will order the green ones. Our first official event of the '08 season-s
is Festival des Fleurs at the very end of March.
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CHRISTMAS PARTY

I might hear the sounds of sleigh bells! I say might because Buddy has asked that I pose
this suggestion to you: rather than a Christmas party, would you consider instead having a bar. b-quejmeeting at his lovely home in April or May? We can do a show of hands. In the event
that you choose to have a Christmas party, we need to decide the wheres and whens. The
possible dates are: Tuesday ....December 4 or 11, Friday .....December 7 .....or Saturday
.....December 8.

A FOND ADIEU

And now it is time for me to say goodbye and cuddle up for our winter. I have been so
very fortunate this year. Each and every one of you has been a pleasure to work with. You
probably do not realize it but you pulled off a miracle last November by hosting the best
National Hibiscus Society Membership Meeting EVER. (National admits it.) You pulled off
another miracle by helping to transfer our show to Cathedral Carmel with only two weeks'
notice. I could not have done this without all of you and I could not have asked for a better
group to do it with. THANK YOU. So
to quote a few famous final words from William
Shakespeare, "All'sWell That Ends Well."
See you in the spring,
Sandra
p.s. Emergency seed phone numbers: Sandra
893-0064
Buddy
232-2446

Blooms and Things for November 2007
***the fol/owing email was written to Ann Justice, our guest speaker for this upcoming
meeting, as a suggestion to her readers on how to best care for their hibiscus during our
colder days. Since we aI/ have the same concerns I thought I would use it's content as
our message for the month of November.
****************************************************************************************************
***********
Ann
1always read your words of wisdom and I believe most "plant" people do also. If not, they should.
Please feel free to post my email address anytime to any of your readers that have specific questions
about hibiscus. I have responded to about 25 people from your previous posting. (I agree with your
opinion on the correct plural word) I am more than willing to continue to be your "assistant/second hand"
authority on growing and maintaining these babies in South Louisiana
regardless of the time of year.
As for the winter. here are a few things that I believe in and some of the things that I will do this
winter.
Most gardeners need to first understand that there is a huge difference between maintaining a garden
variety and a tropical hibiscus during the winter months. This statement, for that matter, is true throughout
the year. Garden variety are much easier to maintain, hardier, and probably should be the "hibiscus of
choice" before your readers graduate to any tropical variety. They require less daily attention and are
readily found at most nurseries. Tropicals, on the other hand, are much more temperamental, harder to
locate, and require much more maintenance.
Most people only have a few hibiscus plants so, if they desire to maintain their plant, or plants, through
the colder temperatures, their options and special needs are few.
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Are they in the grou"d or are they in pots? Personally, I would not plant a "tropical" hibiscus in the
groimd unless I simplywanted to enjoy it as an annual. I believe that to be a key consideration before a
plant is established in it's planting location. If I were planting a garden variety in the ground (which I do
~
and will continue to do) then I do so realizing that it will probably survive through the winter but, if it does
not, then another plant can be easily secured in the spring to take it's place. I would not dig this plant up
and place it in a pot. I don't want to shock this plant. I would instead secure it for those colder times. I
would plant this bush with some protection from any future cold winds. Additionally I would plant it early in
the year to get good rotting established. I would plant it on the south side of the house and have it heavily
. mulched. I would cover it during colder temperatures, etc.) After the winter I would go back to that plant
i!l'I and prune it until I saw green wood. If that green is there, then that plant is good for another year.
**If on the other hand, my hibiscus was planted in a pot then my personal winter maintenance is
different. Let me state this again
1have many plants so I must do things somewhat different from your
. average reader.
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Here is what I would do if I had a "few" plants in pots and it was forecast for an early or hard freeze. (like
last year) I would simply move them into a garage or some type of overhang if possible. I might even
bring my plant indoors for that early blast or for the entire the winter. If on the other hand, I could not, or
would not, move my plant then I would water that pot well, I would also water the ground where this plant
. stands, I would lay that plant on it's side, and I would tarp that plant or plants until the next day. You must
remember that in South Louisiana our temperatures after a freezing night typically go back up above
freezing. At that point you need to uncover your plants. You don't want to cook your baby the next day. I
have even tried this procedure
1have covered my hibiscus with a big garbage bag and rapped some
Christmas lights around the base of that plant. This produces a small greenhouse effect and that will
work.
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Here is a concluding comment... ...normally our temperatures offer us many options that other parts of the
country do not have. The key word is normally. If on the other hand our temperature gets extremely low
(20's) and stays there then many of the outdoor methods discussed will probably not work. FINAL
WORD ..... lt is my firm belief that in our plant zone more tropical plants are lost to dampness than are lost
to temperature. During this time of the year, don't over water your plants. Keep them thirsty.......... ..w
Good luck to your readers Ann

Buddy

************************************************************************************************************************
************

***1believe this message is very important to each of you if you are to maintain your babies through our
colder days. Pay close attention to the content and remember that if you have any questions about
winterizing your plants either email me or call me at 232-2446. Good communication leads to happy
plants and happy plants lead to more blooms in the spring. AND MORE BLOOMS IN THE SPRING
MAKE US ALL SMILE!
lI'I

See you at the meeting on Tuesday the 6th

Buddy

Sandra Theall ~~ndftirh~B!'rir~~pdnt(~~ltiL 'vl~l
10925 Veterans Memorial Drive, Abbeville, LA 70510
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